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Abstract1

This work investigates the failure patterns of ice cakes and �oe-ice when loaded by a2

moving and sloping structure (ice-breaking ships and cones).3

In the paper we introduce the most frequently encountered ice-infested scenarios, the main4

characteristics of ice-breaking ships and the predicted failure modes of �oe-ice depending on5

the loading conditions, the structure type and the ice feature dimensions and thickness.6

For the simulations, a local bonded Discrete Element Method (DEM) is used to model sea7

ice and its fractures. The packing of bonded spherical particles which reproduce the ice8

continuum can break due to ship-ice interactions and the failure modes are studied.9

A set of validation simulations are �rst carried out. A level ice sheet breaking against an10

installed ice-breaking cone with di�erent slope angles is studied and the results are compared11

with other DEM simulations. Then, a group of bonded DEM simulations are performed to12

predict the di�erent failure modes produced when an ice-breaking ship bow contacts with ice13

cakes and �oe-ice of di�erent dimensions and thickness, typical in broken ice �elds. Finally,14

the study of breaking a continuous level ice sheet is carried out by modeling with the bonded15

DEM an �in�nite� large domain of sea ice and loaded by a Single Degree of Freedom model16

of an ice-breaking ship.17
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1 Introduction22

Because global warming is speeding up the melting of polar regions, navigation through ice-23

infested areas is becoming more frequent [19]. Therewith, new maritime routes are being opened,24

which were impractical a few years ago, allowing new commercial opportunities to energy com-25

panies engaged in oil and gas exploration and production, as well as for the companies which26

build and produce ice-breaking vessels and ice-going ships [16]. As [18] and [14] stated, investi-27

gation on the ice loads exerted on ice-navigation ships and o�shore structures in contact with ice28

environments is a key part of polar and Arctic activities, and it is also important in ship design.29

Proof of that is the signi�cant di�erence that characterizes the shape and structural strength of30

an ice-breaking vessel versus standard vessels.31

Ice modeling and simulation is not as straightforward as other engineering materials. Ice in32

its natural and unspoiled state appears in di�erent areas on Earth, mainly at the top of the most33

important mountain ranges and in the north and southern regions. Ice can be present either as34
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freshwater or saline ice, formed from pure or salty water, respectively. Furthermore, it can be35

on land or �oating in the ocean. There is an increasing need to deal with ice environments in36

order to perform diverse working activities.37

Conversely to other materials, ice has been less scarcely studied, even if in the last decades38

many advances have been made. In addition, it is a complicated material to characterize. Firstly,39

because of the large number of variables that in�uence its formation and growth, secondly due40

to its complex chemical composition and heterogeneity (when saline formed by solid ice, solid41

salts, brine and gas), and �nally for its multiple types and forms possible to appear [41]. For42

this and much more, the study of ice has been and continues to be a great challenge.43

Focusing on sea ice, it can be classi�ed by several criteria; age, feature type, position in44

relation to land and open sea, forms of �oating type, etc. [23]. Regarding age, if sea ice has45

not more than one winter's growth it is called �rst-year (FY) ice and its thickness may range46

between 0.3 m to 2.0 m [41]. The micro-structure of such ice is formed by four di�erent layers47

with di�erent properties. They are, from sea surface to the ice sheet bottom: Primary ice (P),48

Transition zone, Secondary ice (S) or columnar zone and Tertiary ice (T) [22]. This type of sea49

ice can be split into di�erent categories depending on the crystals orientation from the columnar50

zone: S2 for random horizontal orientation of c-axis and S3 for preferred aligned orientation of51

c-axis. For engineering applications the FY-S2 ice is the most studied one because the major52

portion of �rst-year ice �oes consist of such columnar ice. Also the ice covers in the Arctic53

form through unidirectional solidi�cation in the direction of the heat �ow, and are comprised of54

columnar-shaped grains whose crystallographic c-axis tend to lie within the plane of the sheet,55

introducing the anisotropic behavior with cross isotropy [38]. Additionally, because the c-axis56

is randomly oriented within that plane in most locations of the Arctic Ocean, the S2 ice type is57

the most probable one to appear.58

From an engineering point of view, understanding the mechanical behavior of sea ice is neces-59

sary in order to model it accurately. In general, sea ice exhibits two kind of inelastic behaviors.60

On one hand, when slowly loaded it �ows plastically (creep phenomenon). On the other hand,61

ice fractures when it is rapidly loaded [36]. This behavior trend is described by the ductile-62

to-brittle transition with the stress-strain curve evolving from low to high strain rates when63

loaded by uniaxial compression. At low strain rates (ductile regime), ice behaves plastically with64

post-peak softening. Increases in strain rate within this regime leads to peak failure followed by65

softening. At critical strain rates near and above the transition one, the stress-strain relations66

become brittle. Hence, a nearly linear ascending branch with abrupt failure is observed [37].67

Most, the ship-ice and structure-ice interactions are within the brittle range. For this reason an68

elasto-brittle model will be considered for the simulations carried out in this work.69

Sea ice waters are complex environments to de�ne because there are multiple types of ice70

present; level ice, deformed ice, rafted ice, ice ridges, hummocks, etc. [23]. Despite this complex-71

ity, roughly two type of ice �elds can be described: broken and unbroken. An iced sea with the72

presence of ice can both be formed by a continuous ice platform (level ice) or by a discontinuous73

plane of clearly di�erentiate blocks and �oes of ice with minimal or null con�nement between74

each other. The study of this con�guration is not treated in this work and requires a separate75

study.76

An ice sheet may fail in several modes: crushing, bending, buckling, splitting, spalling or77

creeping [11]. The failure mode is determined by the following variables; ice feature, structure78

de�nition and interaction details. This topic is discussed further in the following section. In79

general, when interacting with conical structures, ice covers fail in bending mode. In contrast,80

when interacting with vertical structures, ice covers fail in crushing mode [13].81

The numerical tools available today are useful to reproduce and digitally simulate possible82

scenarios where ice can be both applicant and requested actor. Some numerical methods have83

been used for analysis of structure-ice interaction problems. In this paper the Discrete Element84
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Method (DEM) is used due to its proven capacity to model multiple fractures in brittle materials85

[21,31,35]. The DEM has been applied to the simulation of pancake �oe-ice [39] and rubble pile86

accumulation against inclined structures [32]. The DEM has been extensively used as a numerical87

technique for reproducing the behavior of granular materials (discontinuum media) with good88

results. In recent years the DEM has been extended to the analysis of continuum media (the89

so-called bonded DEM). Intense research has been carried out on multi-fracture and failure of90

solids involving geomaterials and concrete [2]. Even more recently, the DEM has been used for91

modelling the mechanical behavior of ice, considered as a frictional material [25]. A promising92

line of research is the combined �nite-discrete element approach to model ice sheet from the93

transition of continuous media to fractured and separated pieces [33].94

This paper examines the usefulness of a particular local bonded DEM [31] for structure-ice95

and ship-ice interactions. The ice sheet failure against a narrow structure is �rstly studied and96

the results compared with other DEM models. Secondly, the failure of ice features are studied97

both for broken and unbroken ice environments loaded by a moving ice-breaking vessel. As98

mentioned earlier, ice is treated as an elastic-brittle material and it is shown that ice failure is99

dependent on the ice conditions, the structure shape and the interaction details between the ice100

feature and the structure.101

The paper starts with a brief analysis of the main characteristics of the ice-breaking ships and102

especially the problem that occurs when navigating in frozen seas. For broken ice �elds a detailed103

analysis of the types of fractures that occur in an ice �oe when it is loaded by an ice-breaking104

ship is described. According to the thickness and dimensions of the ice �oe, a theoretical failure105

mode is de�ned. A bonded DEM formulation for modeling the mechanics of ice and its fracture106

is detailed. The interaction of a packed group of discrete particles allows to model an ice sheet107

and study the possible fractures and their propagation. Buoyancy e�ects on the �oating or108

submerged ice particles are taken into account in all the problems studied in this work. Finally109

a set of numerical simulations of ice fracture are carried out. In the �rst group, we present how a110

continuous sheet of level ice breaks against an installed cone in a vertical structure. The in�uence111

of the slope of the cone is studied both in the type of breakage and for the magnitude of the112

ice loads. In the second group of simulations, a detailed study of the types of fracture produced113

in �nite size ice �oes is presented, varying their thickness and sizes. These are understood as114

isolated elements of a discontinuous sea of ice formed by separated blocks, the con�nement of115

which is very small or null. The in�uence of thickness and dimensions of the ice �oes on ice loads116

is studied. Finally, we present a simulation of the advance of a 3D model of a real ice-breaking117

vessel through an unbroken ice �eld composed of 1.0 meter thick FY level ice. The results are118

compared with those expected and observed in real navigation and the forces generated are used119

to estimate the required propulsion power.120

2 Ice-breaking vessels performance in ice-infested waters121

The interaction between a structure and an ice �oe is a problem composed of several phenomena.122

The more relevant ones are: breaking, rotation, sliding and clearing or rubble formation. The123

occurrence of each one depends on the type and geometry of the structure. Vertical and sloping124

water line structures are used but the interaction process with ice is di�erent. A sloping structure125

used for ice-breaking purposes induces lower ice forces than those caused by the ice failure in126

a bending mode [12]. Ice-breaking vessels are characterized by a �at shape bow, de�ned by a127

low buttock angle at the stem in order to take advantage of the bending failure pattern and128

the reduced forces. The sketches in Figure 1 highlight the di�erence in the bow between an129

icebreaker vessel and a standard vessel.130
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(a) Standard vessel. (b) Icebreaker vessel.

Figure 1: Longitudinal sketches of vessels.

(a) Sketch of a ship navigating through a bro-
ken ice �eld made of �nite size ice �oes.

(b) Sketch of a ship navigating through an un-
broken ice �eld composed of level ice.

Figure 2: Drawings of the two most frequently encountered scenarios in ship-ice interactions.

2.1 De�nition of ice �elds131

Ice-breaking vessels navigating through frozen seas and structures can encounter di�erent ice132

features. From that, two di�erent scenarios are described: broken and unbroken ice �elds.133

Figure 2a shows a sketch of a ship navigating through a broken ice �eld made of di�erent size134

ice �oes. This situation is typical during the melting season, along late spring and summer, if135

ice lasts. The ice blocks have arbitrary shapes and usually their contacts are weak enough to136

be considered as separated pieces. That is the reason why the study of this type of situations is137

done by isolating a single ice �oe. The possible types of failure of an ice �oe are introduced in the138

following section. Figure 2b shows a sketch of a ship navigating through an unbroken ice �eld139

characterized by a continuous sheet of huge dimensions (from hundred meters to kilometers)140

formed by, ideally, level ice. Focusing on ice-breaking vessels, when they advance through a141

continuous and vast level ice sheet two failure modes are likely to appear around the ship and142

in its local vicinity: the crushing and the �exural modes. Depending on the ice conditions, the143

ship can generate large linear cracks that travel along the ice sheet opening a lead starting at144

the ship's bow. Even so, they are more di�cult to appear when con�nement of ice is present in145

the �eld.146

2.2 Overview of isolated �oe-ice fractures147

Several Arctic expeditions reported that usually during winter and early spring months FY sea148

ice forms a relatively large and uniform ice �eld. Thus, the ice-breaking vessel primarily travels149

producing only local failure modes, mainly crushing and bending. When the conditions permit it150
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and relatively small ice �oes or ice �oes with little con�nement are present, the splitting failure151

tends to appear. Therefore, the local failures are alleviated and the ice-breaking ship travels152

within the lead created. Several material and interaction variables are considered to a�ect the153

fracture processes. They are summarized in ice feature aspects: �oe size, ice thickness, ice154

concentration, ice con�nement and material strength, and interaction description: interaction155

speed and contact properties. We will study their in�uence in the simulations carried out.156

Considering the need to identify and classify the failure modes of single ice �oes, we consider157

di�erent scenarios depending on the mentioned variables. The following assumptions are taken158

into account:159

- An open and broken ice �eld is assumed and, subsequently, only the failure of a single ice160

�oe is studied.161

- A �nite size ice �oe is idealized as resting on the sea surface. Hence, only contact buoyancy162

and gravitational forces act on it.163

- A rectangular geometric shape is assumed because ice �oes exhibit in winter a rectangular164

shape, while in summer they are more rounded.165

- For simplicity and numerical model requirements, the ice material is assumed to be homo-166

geneous, isotropic and elastic-brittle.167

The failure scenarios of isolated ice cakes and small ice �oes are classi�ed according to a168

criteria based on the dimensions (L and B) and the characteristic length (l) of the ice plate [29].169

A su�ciently small ice cake can be directly rotated by the action of the vertical force component170

before any relevant fracture occurs. If the ice �oe size increases, �exural failure becomes inevitable171

and it is in�uenced by the free boundaries. At this moment the ice �oe fractures by creating172

radial cracks from the loading point to the free opposed borders. These cracks are �rst controlled173

by crack initiation followed by crack propagation.174

The characteristic lengths of cracks vary with the considered ice thickness and are calculated
as [27,29]:

l =
4

√
D

k
= 4

√
Eh3i

12 (1− ν2) ρwg
(1)

D is de�ned as the �exural rigidity of the ice plate and its expression depends as the Young's
modulus (E) and the Poisson's ratio (ν) of ice and the plate thickness (hi) as:

D =
Eh3i

12 (1− ν2)
(2)

where k is the so-called foundation modulus. It is de�ned in terms of the sea water density (ρw)
and the gravitational acceleration (g) as:

k = ρwg (3)

Depending on the ice-�oe dimensions, compared with the characteristic length (l), results in175

the classi�cation of which scenarios will present �exural failure. In [24,26�29] there is a detailed176

explanation of speci�c mathematical models to describe all these ice behaviors. For our interest,177

only the classi�cation is studied in order to see if the DEM approach is suitable to reproduce178

good simulations.179

Knowing the ice �oe dimensions (L and B), the thickness (hi) and the characteristic length180

of the plate (l), and considering a rectangular-shape ice �oe, the expected failure scenarios for181

an isolated ice �oe are:182
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• Direct ice cake rotation, L < l183

• Radial cracking of a �nite size wide ice �oe, l ≤ L ≤ 2l184

• Radial and transverse cracking of a �nite size square ice �oe, l ≤ L ≤ 2l185

• Transverse cracking of a �nite size long ice �oe, l ≤ B ≤ 2l186

• Radial and circumferential cracking of a semi-in�nite ice �oe L > 2l187

Summarizing, the type of failure mode that will appear depends mainly on the shape of188

the sloping structure interacting with ice and the dimensions and con�nement of the ice �oe.189

Figure 3 shows some sketches of all the possible situations, with or without fracture, that may190

appear when an ice-breaking ship contacts with an ice �oe of speci�c dimensions and with null191

con�nement at the boundaries.192

(a) Direct ice cake rotation, L < l. (b) Radial cracking of a �nite size
wide ice �oe, l ≤ L ≤ 2l.

(c) Radial cracking of a �nite size
square ice �oe, l ≤ L ≤ 2l.

(d) Transverse cracking of a �nite size
square ice �oe, l ≤ L ≤ 2l.

(e) Transverse cracking of a �nite
size long ice �oe, l ≤ B ≤ 2l.

(f) Radial and circumferential cracking
of a semi-in�nite ice �oe L > 2l.

Figure 3: Sketches of the possible failure modes of isolated ice �oes of di�erent dimensions when
compacted by an ice-breaking vessel.
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2.3 Main speci�cations of ice-breaking vessels193

The ice-breaking vessels speci�cations required to carry out numerical simulations to capture194

the interaction of a ship with �oe-ice are mainly: bow shape and buttock angle at the stem,195

navigation speed in ice �elds and propulsion power.196

For the bow shape we will focus on the part below the water line, which is characterized by197

the buttock angle, forming a slope. The propulsion power will be a reference value when checking198

the required power generated by the forces when trying to fracture ice. This computation will199

allow us to estimate if an icebreaker has the su�cient power to break ice and navigate in an200

e�cient way. Finally, the navigation speed in ice �elds is limited and depends mainly on the ice201

thickness. Table 1 gives reference ranges for the aforementioned variables.202

Buttock angle Propulsion power Ice navigation speed

15 - 30 7.500 - 60.000 1 - 15
degrees kW knots

Table 1: General icebreaker vessel speci�cations [1, 6, 9, 40,43].

3 Bonded Discrete Element Method for ice modeling203

The local bonded DEM formulation presented herein has been implemented in the DEMPack204

code (www.cimne.com/dempack/). DEMPack has been developed at CIMNE within Kratos Mul-205

tiphysics (http://www.cimne.com/kratos/), an Open-Source software framework for the devel-206

opment of numerical methods for solving multidisciplinary engineering problems.207

3.1 General DEM framework208

The DEM was initially developed by Cundall et al. [4] in the 1970's. It is based in the interaction209

of discrete elements (also called particles) � typically cylinders (in 2D) and spheres (in 3D) � to210

simulate the behavior of continuum and discontinuum domains [3,7,8,10,20,21,31,34,35,42]. This211

interaction is governed by a set of dynamic equilibrium equations involving the displacements,212

the velocities and the accelerations of the particles induced by the forces acting on the discrete213

element. The forces acting over a discrete element are related to the stresses and strains according214

to a constitutive model. In our work we use the local constitutive model for cohesive (bonded)215

and non-cohesive materials for DEM analysis proposed by Oñate et al. [31]. In the following216

sections a brief description of this model is presented. An enhanced non-local version of the217

bonded constitutive model is presented in [3].218

3.1.1 Kinematic equations and integration scheme219

The translation and rotation of the particles in the DEM is governed by the standard dynamics
equations for rigid bodies,

miüi = Fi , Iiω̇i = Ti (4)

where ui and ωi are the displacement vector and the angular velocity vector of the i-th particle
respectively, mi and Ii are the mass and the inertia tensor of the particle, and Fi and Ti are
vectors containing the forces and torques due to the interaction of a particle with its neighbors
(Figure 4). The set of forces applied on a particle include external forces (Fext

i ), damping forces
(Fdamp

i ) and interaction forces between neighbor particles (Fij) (Figure 5)

Fi = Fext
i + Fdamp

i +

ni∑
j=1

Fij (5)
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Figure 4: Motion of a rigid particle

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) De�nition of contact interface between two discrete particles. (b) Forces acting
along the normal and shear directions on a contact interface section Aij

where n is the number of particles adjacent to the ith particle.220

The expression for the torques can be derived from Eq. (5) [30]. The dynamic equations (4)
are integrated in time using an explicit scheme as expressed in (6) for the translation motion

ün
i =

Fn
i

mi
, u̇

n+1/2
i = u̇

n−1/2
i + ün

i ∆t , un+1
i = un

i + u̇
n+1/2
i ∆t (6)

A similar set of equations can be written for integrating in time the angular accelerations.221

The explicit time integration scheme is chosen due to the high computational cost of the DEM
solution for large problems. The stability of the scheme is conditioned to the time step value.
The critical time step is related to the high frequency of the problem, (ωmax), i.e.

∆t ≤ ∆tcr =
2

ωmax

(√
1 + ξ2 − ξ

)
(7)

where ξ is a fraction of the critical damping [4, 30].222
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3.1.2 Forces acting over the discrete element223

The interaction forces at the contact interface between two particles i and j (Fij) are obtained224

from the normal (Fij
n ) and tangential (Fij

s ) components (Figure 5b).225

The normal component of the interaction forces is calculated as,

F ij
n = σnαijA

ij with Aij = πr2c,ij (8)

where σn is the normal stress at the contact interface, rc is the minimum radius of the two
interacting particles (Figure 5a) and αij is a parameter that dependes on the number of contacts
and the packing of the particles [31]. In our work we have used a global de�nition of αij =
α = 40 P

Nc
where Nc and P are respectively the average number of contacts per sphere and the

average porosity for the whole particle assembly [31]. The normal stress σn is calculated from
the strain ξn and the strain rate ξ̇n along the normal direction as,

σn = Eεn + cε̇n (9)

where E is the Young modulus, c is a local damping parameter calculated as

c = 2
ξ

rc,ij

√
mijK

ij
n with mij =

mimj

mi +mj
(10)

where Kij
n is the normal sti�ness parameter (see Eq.(13)).226

The normal strain and strain rate values are computed from the kinematic variables as,

εn =
un
dij

ε̇n =
u̇n
dij

(11)

where un and u̇n are the relative displacements and the relative velocity between two particles227

along the normal direction at the contact interface and dij is the distance between the centroids228

of the two particles (Figure 5b).229

Equations (8)�(11) lead to a general relation between for the normal force and the kinematic
variables as

F ij
n =

αijA
ij

dij

[
Eun + 2

ξ

rc

√
mijKnu̇n

]
= Kij

n un + Cij
n u̇n (12)

where Kij
n and Cij

n are the normal sti�ness and the normal viscous damping parameters at the
contact interface between particles i and j that can be deduced from Eq.(12) as

Kij
n =

αijA
ij

dij
E , Cij

n =
2αijA

ijξ

dijrc,ij

√
mijK

ij
n (13)

A similar approach leads to the constitutive expression for the shear forces in the two tan-
gential directions as [31]

Fij
s = Kij

s uij
s + Cij

s u̇ij
s with Cij

t =
2αijA

ijξ

dijrc,ij

√
mijK

ij
s (14)

where vector uij
s is the shear component of the relative displacements between particles, calcu-

lated as,
uij
s = uij −

(
uijnij

)
nij (15)

In Eq.(14) Kij
s is the shear sti�ness parameter at the contact interface (assumed to be the

same for both shear directions), given by

Kij
s =

Kij
n

2 (1 + ν)
(16)
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where ν is the Poisson's ratio of the material.230

Additional damping forces can be computed from the application of a global damping over231

the set of particles. This damping component is characterized by translation (αt) and rotation232

(αr) damping parameters de�ned as a fraction of the sti�ness parameters. In this work we have233

taken αr = αt = 0, 10. The global damping forces act in opposite direction to the motion of the234

particles according to the following expressions:235

Fdamp
i = −αt

∣∣Fext
i + Fij

∣∣ u̇i

|u̇i|
(17a)

Tdamp
i = −αr |Ti|

!̇i
|ω̇i|

(17b)

The local DEM constitutive model described above holds for cohesive (bonded) and non-236

cohesive materials. The latter is a particular case of the former, when the bonds between the237

particles are assumed to be initially broken. More details can be found in [31].238

3.2 Normal and shear failure239

Cohesive bonds at a contact interface are assumed to start breaking when the interface strength
is exceeded in the normal direction by the tensile contact force, or in the tangential direction
by the shear force. The uncoupled failure (decohesion) criterion for the normal and tangential
directions at the contact interface between particles i and j is written as

Fnt ≥ Fnt , Fs ≥ Fs (18)

where Fnt and Fs are the interface strengths for pure tension and shear-compression conditions,240

respectively, Fnt is the normal tensile force and Fs is the modulus of the shear force vector F
ij
s241

(Figure 5 and Eq.(14)).242

The interface strengths are de�ned as

Fnt = σft Ā
ij , Fs = τ f Āij + µ1|Fnc | (19)

where σft and τ f are the tensile and shear strengths respectively, Fnc is the compressive normal243

force at the contact interface and µ1 = tanφ1 is a (static) friction parameter, where φ1 is an244

internal friction angle. These values are assumed to be an intrinsic property of the material and245

are determined experimentally.246

The tensile strength (σft ) de�nes the maximum tensile stress that ice can resist before failure247

occurs. In [41], values of the tensile strength loaded across the columns of a sea ice sheet range248

between 0.2 MPa and 0.80 MPa. However, when loading take place with tensile stresses along249

the columns, that is in the direction of growth, the tensile strength is about three to four times250

higher, up to a maximum value of σft = 2 MPa. For the isotropic ice model used in this work we251

have chosen σft = 1.6 MPa.252

As for the shear strength the value of τ f = 1 MPa has been used as recommended in [5]253

and [13].254

Following tension failure, the constitutive behavior in the shear direction is governed by the
standard Coulomb law

Fs = µ2|Fnc |
us

|us|
with µ2 = tanφ2 (20)

where µ2 is a dynamic Coulomb friction coe�cient and φ2 is the post-failure internal friction255

angle. Both parameters are determined from experimental tests.256

Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of the failure criterium described by Eqs.(18),257

(19) and (20). This criterium assumes that the tension and shear forces contribute to the258
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failure of the contact interface in a decoupled manner. On the other hand, shear failure under259

normal compressive forces follows a failure line that is a function of the shear failure stress, the260

compression force and the internal friction angle.261

Indeed, a coupled failure model in the tension-shear zone can also be used (Figure 6b) [31].262

For the numerical tests presented in this work the uncoupled model has been used.263

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the normal tension force Fnt and the shear force modulus Fs264

at a contact interface until failure in terms of the relative normal and tangential displacement265

increments. Elastic damage under tensile and shear conditions can be taken into account by266

assuming a linear softening behaviour de�ned by the softening moduli Hn and Ht introduced267

into the force-displacement relationships in the normal (tensile) and shear directions, respectively268

(Figure 7). In this work Hn and Ht have been assumed to be a small percentage (5%) of the269

respective elastic module i, thus reproducing a quasi elasto-brittle behavior [31].270

Figure 6: Failure line in terms of normal and shear forces. Uncoupled failure model. (b) Coupled
failure model

Figure 7: Undamaged and damaged elastic moduli under tension (a) and shear (b) forces

4 Sea ice computational parameters271

4.1 Mechanical properties272

The mechanical properties of sea ice required to carry out the numerical simulations with the273

elastic constitutive model described are obtained from values used in similar publications and274

reported laboratory and �eld measurements.275
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4.1.1 Young modulus276

The value of the Young modulus of sea ice E is directly related with the temperature (Ti) and277

the brine volume (Φb) of sea ice, in such a way that it increases with decreasing temperature and278

decreasing brine volume. For very low brine volumes, E values are in the range of 9 to 10 GPa,279

resembling to that of freshwater ice. Increases in brine volume results in a weaker and softer280

sea ice and consequently, the Young modulus decreases. In [17] some tensile experiments were281

carried out on columnar sea ice at a strain rate equals 10−3 s−1. The density of such ice was282

910 kg/m3 and a total porosity (sum of brine and air) of 2.3 out of 100. The reported values283

for the Young modulus was in the range of 6 GPa to 8.2 GPa, as it was considered a very low284

brine content. Usually the content of brine oscillates between 4.6 to 17 ppt and in these case the285

Young modulus is lower. For engineering applications it is common to use values of E between286

1 to 9 GPa, depending on the physical characteristics of the sea ice used. In this work we will287

use values between 1 to 3 GPa, as reported in [5].288

4.1.2 Poisson's ratio289

Although some investigations have been done and several empirical equations have been proposed290

to estimate the Poisson's ratio of sea ice, further understanding of how to measure it is required291

[41]. For engineering applications ν = 0.33 is mostly used and this is the value chosen in this292

work.293

4.1.3 Ice-ice and ice-steel friction coe�cients294

Two friction coe�cients are necessary in this work. On one hand, the ice-ice friction coe�cient295

(µii) for modeling contacts between isolated ice particles. A wide range of averaged values has296

been used for the ice-ice friction coe�cient to carry out numerical simulations. Published values297

range between 0.03 and 0.08 [26]. A value of 0.05 has been used in this work for the ice-ice friction298

coe�cient. On the other hand, the aim of this work is to study the interaction between ice and299

ships. For this purpose, the friction coe�cient of ice-steel contact (µis) is of interest. In [41]300

some studies are reported about the friction behavior between ice and painted (smooth) steel.301

They concluded a value for the friction coe�cient of 0.25, which is also used in our simulations.302

5 Validation of the bonded-DEM in the analysis of the uniaxial303

compression strength of an ice specimen304

The local bonded DEM presented in the previous section has been validated in the analysis of305

an uniaxial compression strength (UCS) for a cylindrical ice specimen of polycristal ice. The306

following material parameters have been assumed for the ice: Young modulus E = 3 GPa,307

Poisson's ratio ν = 0.33, ice-ice friction coe�cient µ = 0.05, tensile failure strength σft = 2308

MPa. Figure 8 shows the axial strength-axial strain curve. The failure stress value is 22.9 MPa309

which agrees well with the expected value for polycristal ice. Figure 9 shows the ice specimen at310

di�erent instants of the loading process.311
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Figure 8: DEM analysis of UCS experiment on polycristal ice using 38000 spherical elements.

A B C

Figure 9: UCS experiment on polycristial ice analyzed with the bonded DEM. Views of the ice
specimen at di�erent instants of the loading process (points A, B and C of Figure 8).

6 Sloping structures-ice DEM simulations312

This section presents the numerical simulations of the interaction of sloping structure and ice313

blocks carried out with the bonded DEM presented in the previous sections. They are split in314

three groups: ice loads computation on ice-breaking cones, ice cakes and �oe-ice fractures and315

ship-ice interactions in unbroken level ice �elds. In this paper we only include some examples.316

More applications can be found in [15].317

The ice sheet is modeled as an arrangement of discrete elements randomly placed and bonded318

between each other at the contact points. The cohesive bonds can be broken, allowing to simulate319

the fracture of the material by setting the limitations on the tensile and shear strengths, as320

explained earlier.321
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6.1 Ice loads computation on ice-breaking cones322

In the Bohai Sea of China there are several jacket platforms to perform di�erent exploitation323

works such as research activities and oil & gas extraction. In the legs of the platforms it is324

common to install ice-breaking cones. These are conical elements which can break the incoming325

level ice in a �exural dominant mode.326

In this work, a single leg of the jacket platforms JZ20-2 MNW and MUQ has been digitally327

modeled and loaded by an advancing level ice sheet. In most cases the cones include a top upper328

part and a bottom lower part. In this way the double cone height can cover the tidal height in329

the site.330

Three di�erent simulations have been performed varying the slope angle in which the ice sheet331

breaks. The in�uence of such slope into the magnitude of the generated ice loads is studied. In332

the �rst case studied the upper cone angle is 60o whereas the lower one is 45o. In a second set333

of simulations the geometry is modi�ed changing the slope of the upper cone to 45o. In Table 2334

the geometrical parameters of the modeled system are listed.335

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Ice cover size LxB 10x15 m2

Ice thickness hi 0.2 m
Freeboard wf 0.02 m
Upper conical angle θ1 45 & 60 o

Lower conical angle θ2 45 o

Cone height hcone 4 m

Table 2: Geometrical parameters of the conical structure and the ice sheet.

Figure 10: Isometric view of the modeled cone system and the ice sheet.

Table 3 lists the computational parameters for the ice material. The boundary conditions336

set to the ice sheet are simply to impose motion. Therefore, the particles at the far end and337

side boundaries move at a constant velocity in the ice advancing direction (the -X direction the338

drawings). In order to simulate an in�nite domain, the side motion of the ice sheet is constrainted.339
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De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Type of ice - Level ice -
Ice velocity vi 0.5 m/s
Density of sea ice ρi 920 kg/m3

Young Modulus of sea ice E 1e+9 Pa
Poisson ratio of sea ice ν 0.33 -
Friction angle of sea ice φi 30 o

Ice-ice (static) friction µii 0.05 -
Ice-structure (static) friction µis 0.25 -
Normal tensile strength σft 1.6 MPa
Shear strength τ f 1 MPa

Table 3: Computational parameters for the ice material.

Table 4 lists the computational parameters for the conical structure.340

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Type of structure - Conical -
Motion - Fixed -
Young Modulus Es 200e+8 Pa
Poisson ratio νs 0.265 -

Table 4: Computational parameters for the conical structure.

Finally, parameters for the DEM simulation are listed in Table 5.341

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Mesh packing - Unstructured -
DE type - Spheres -
DE diameter ds 0.07 (3 layers) m
# of DE Np 93257 -
Time step ∆t 1.0e-5 s
Simulation time Tt 22 s
Calculation time - 3.25 & 4.11 days
# CPUs - 20 & 16 CPUs

Table 5: DEM analysis parameters.

For space limitation reasons only the results of the cone breaking against the 60o upper cone342

are discussed. Results for the other cases are shown in the comparison graphs and tables.343

6.1.1 Level ice breaking against a 60o upper cone344

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the simulation at di�erent time steps. The ice sheet drags the345

whole domain, creating a channel behind the cone. At the �rst contacts ice breaks mostly in a346

crushing mode and some particles are thrown out with relatively high velocity. While the ice347

sheet keeps advancing, in the vicinity of the contact zone ice breaks mostly by bending. Ice348

blocks of di�erent sizes are generated and rubbled up on the ice sheet and behind the cone.349

During the calculation the evolution of the interaction force has been computed at the ice-cone350

contact zone.351
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 8.8 s.

(c) t = 13.2 s. (d) t = 22 s.

Figure 11: Interaction between ice cover and upper cone (60o) simulated with the DEM. The
magnitude of the X-velocity of each particle is presented in di�erent colors. The color of the
structure is always refered to 0 m/s.

Figures 12 and 13 show, respectively, the evolution of the X and Z-components of the ice352

force. The peaks are not representative and, therefore, the data has been smoothed by taking353

the median over a window of 100 data points. For the X-component the smoothed values �uc-354

tuate between 88.7 kN to 8.1 kN (minimum), while for the Z-component (vertical) they oscillate355

between 36.9 kN (maximum) to 3.8 kN (minimum).356
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Figure 12: Force evolution in the X direction for the 60o upper cone.

Figure 13: Force evolution in the Z direction for the 60o upper cone.

6.1.2 Level-ice breaking against a 45o upper cone357

The last numerical simulation presented is the one of a modi�ed upper cone. The upper cone358

angle has been changed to 45o in order to see the in�uence of lower slopes on ice loads.359
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In principle, the failure mode and the ice sheet behaviour is expected to be similar to the 60o360

upper cone case. In Figure 14 several snapshots are presented to follow the evolution of the ice361

sheet which drags the computational domain with a constant velocity and breaks against the362

conical structure.363

Firstly, one realises that the crushing e�ect produced at the �rst contacts in the 60o upper364

cone vanish for the 45o one. This is a positive result as the crushing failure mode is expected to365

appear in vertical structures. Hence, crushing is alleviated by decreasing the upper slope angle366

from 60o to 45o.367

(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 8.8 s.

(c) t = 13.2 s. (d) t = 22 s.

Figure 14: Interaction between ice cover and upper cone (45o) simulated with DEM. The magni-
tude of the X-velocity of each particle is presented in di�erent colors. The color of the structure
is refereed to 0 m/s.

Figure 15 shows the evolution of the X component of the ice force. The peaks in there are not368

representative and, therefore, the data has been smoothed by taking the median over a window369

of 100 data points.370
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Figure 15: Force evolution in the X direction for the 45o upper cone.

The smoothed force values �uctuate between 67.3 kN (maximum) to 1.5 kN (minimum).371

372

Figure 16 shows the evolution of the Z component of the ice force. The computed values have373

been smoothed in order to obtain representative results.374

Figure 16: Force evolution in the Z direction for the 45o upper cone.

The smoothed force values �uctuate between 38.6 kN (maximum) to 2.2 kN (minimum).375

6.1.3 Level-ice breaking against a 45o lower cone376

If the tidal lowers occasionally the incoming ice sheet will break against the lower part of the377

double cone con�guration.378
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Because the slope of the lower part of the cone is smallen than the upper one, the forces are379

also expected to be smaller.380

Figure 17 shows the evolution of the ice sheet breaking against the lower part of the 45o lower381

cone. The snapshots show how the ice sheet bends lower. Firstly a radial crack is generated,382

followed by subsequent semi-radial cracks to the sides which induce the failure of the ice sheet383

into big pieces.384

At the last steps of the simulation the sides of the ice cover are broken, and thus the boundary385

conditions and the assumption of in�nite domain does not longer hold. This highlights the need386

for a larger width of the modelled domain.387

(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 8.8 s.

(c) t = 13.2 s. (d) t = 22 s.

Figure 17: Interaction between ice cover and lower cone (45o) simulated with DEM. The magni-
tude of the X-velocity of each particle is presented in di�erent colors. The color of the structure
is refereed to 0 m/s.

Figure 18 shows the evolution of the X component of the ice force. The peaks are not388

representative and, therefore, the data has been smoothed by taking the median over a window389

of 100 data points.390
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Figure 18: Force evolution in the X direction for the 45o lower cone.

The smoothed values �uctuate between 51.1 kN (maximum) to 0 kN (minimum). Zero forces391

are produced between the simulated seconds 13 and 17.5. This gap is due to the non existence392

of ice-structure contacts.393

Figure 19 shows the evolution of the Z component of the ice force. One more the computed394

values have been smoothed in order to obtain representative results.395

Figure 19: Force evolution in the Z direction for the 45o lower cone.

The smoothed values �uctuate between 20.1 kN (maximum) to 0 kN (minimum). The reason396

of zero forces is the same as commented few lines above.397
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6.1.4 In�uence of cone slope398

Both slopes (45o and 60o) when breaking against the upper part show similar behavior. However,399

when breaking against the lower part, the ice loads decrease in magnitude. Also, comparing the400

breaking patterns one realizes that the crushing e�ect produced at the �rst contacts in the 60o401

upper cone vanishes for the 45o one. This is a positive result because the crushing failure mode402

is expected to appear in vertical structures. So, crushing is alleviated by decreasing the cone403

slope from 60o to 45o. These results have an engineering interest.404

Figure 20 shows the maximum horizontal and vertical components of the ice loads under the405

tested cone slopes.406

Figure 20: Maximum ice forces in the X and Z directions for di�erent cone slope angles.

Cone con�guration Fxmax Fzmax

Upper 60o 88.7 kN 36.9 kN
Lower 45o 51.1 kN 20.1 kN
Upper 45o 67.3 kN 38.6 kN

Table 6: Maximum ice loads in the X and Z directions for the three cone simulations.

For the maximum force values, the behavior indicates that the magnitude of the ice load in407

the X direction increases with increasing cone slope. Conversely, the magnitude of the ice load408

in the Z direction has not an obvious e�ect with the change of cone slope, because the values409

keep almost constant.410

Additionally, for the maximum ice loads the e�ect of breaking against the lower part of the411

cone instead of the upper one produces a clear reduction in the force magnitude.412

Our DEM results agree with DEM results reported in [5] in which similar simulations where413

performed, but with more slope angles and slightly di�erent parameters.414

The blue lines (both dark and light) with triangle dots in Figure 20 are the results of [5] and415

the blue lines (both dark and light) with circle dots are the ones obtained in this work. The416

trend of both sets of results is the same, with some little di�erences in the values.417
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6.2 Ice cakes and �oe-ice fractures418

During Arctic navigation, ships can encounter broken ice �elds composed of separated ice �oes419

with di�erent dimensions, shapes and concentrations. In this section we study the interaction420

between an ice-breaking ship and separate ice �oes, which has di�erent dimensions, thickness and421

shapes. The simulated system consists of a digital model of a theoretical ship bow advancing with422

a constant speed in one direction towards the modeled ice �oe. Thus, the numerical simulation423

is of a Single Degree of Freedom (SDF) motion.424

This simulations are described by two elements: the ship bow and the modeled ice �oe. The425

ship bow is considered as a solid with imposed motion and discretized with �nite elements,426

whereas the ice �oe is composed by an arrangement of bonded spherical particles. For the ship427

bow, a generic model has been created reproducing the main characteristics of a real ice-breaking428

ship. A stem buttock angle equals to 30o and a draft of 7 meters has been considered. Figure429

10 shows di�erent views of the ship bow chosen.430

(a) Isometric view. (b) Side view. (c) Front view.

Figure 10: CAD views of the digital ship bow model.

In Table 7 the computational parameters for the ice material are listed. There are not bound-431

ary conditions set to the ice sheets because the aim is to simulate a separate ice �oe without432

contacts with neighboring �oes.433

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Initial ice velocity vi 0 m/s
Density of sea ice ρi 920 kg/m3

Young modulus of sea ice E 3e+9 Pa
Poisson ratio of sea ice ν 0.33 -
Friction angle of sea ice φi 30 o

Ice-ice (static) friction µii 0.05 -
Ice-structure (static) friction µis 0.25 -
Normal tensile strength σft 1.5 MPa
Shear strength τ f 1.0 MPa

Table 7: Computational parameters for the ice material.

Table 8 lists the computational parameters for the ship bow.434
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De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Type of structure - Ship bow -
Structure velocity vs 2.06 (4) m/s (kn)
Young modulus Es 200e+9 Pa
Poisson ratio νs 0.265 -

Table 8: Computational parameters for the ship bow structure.

Table 9 lists some of the numerical computational parameters. Other parameter will be listed435

in each group of the following simulations.436

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Mesh packing - Unstructured -
DE type - Spheres -

Table 9: DEM analysis parameters.

(a) t = 0 s. (b) (c) t = 1.2 s. (d)

(e) t = 3.6 s. (f) (g) t = 6 s. (h)

Figure 22: Interaction between the ship bow and �nite size wide ice �oe simulated with the
DEM. The magnitude of the Y-displacement is presented in di�erent colors.

A total of twenty simulations have been carried out, �ve for each of the four ice thickness (hi).437

The considered thickness are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 meters because the �rst-year sea ice thickness438

ranges from 0.3 to 2.0 meters. For extension reasons, we only discuss the results of the numerical439

simulation of an ice thickness of 0.5 m considering a �nite size wide ice �oe.440

In this group of simulations the �oe dimensions must ful�ll the condition l ≤ L ≤ 2l. The441

selected sizes are shown in Table 10. The DEM analysis parameters are those of Table 9.442
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De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Floe shape LxB wide -
Ice thickness hi 0.5 m
Floe size LxB 8x14 m2

DE diameter ds 0.125 m
# of DE Np 30554 -
Time step ∆t 1.0e-5 s
Total simulation time Tt 6 s
Calculation time time - 7.03 hours
# CPUs - 20 CPUs

Table 10: Geometrical and DEM analysis parameters for the wide ice �oe of 0.5 m thick.

Figure 22 shows the evolution at di�erent time steps of the simulation with interaction between443

the ship bow and an ice �oe of 0.5 m thickness and 8x14 m2.444

Observations on the simulation results highlight how the wide ice �oe is �rst submerged a445

bit. This produces that the lower part of the ice �oe is under tension while the upper part is in446

compression. Consequently, a radial crack is initiated from the contact zone and propagated to447

the end boundary. Approximately at the simulation time of 2.5 s, the wide ice �oe is fully broken448

in two parts. Both points can move freely but subjected to buoyancy. Thus, they progressively449

try to recover the equilibrium state but the ship bow maintains its advancing motion and thus450

more contacts are produced between the separate parts and the ship hull. The created lead by451

the ship allows it to advance without di�culties. Looking at Figure 22 one can see how the452

Y-displacement increases from 0 m to around 2.25 m.453

Figures 23, 24 and 25 show, respectively, the evolution of the X-, Y- and Z-components of the454

ice load. Again, the load peaks are not representative and therefore, the data has been smoothed455

by taking the median over a window of 100 data points.The smoothed values �uctuate between456

196.9 kN (maximum) to 0 kN (minimum) for the X direction, between 74.2 kN (maximum) to457

-59.0 kN (minimum) for the Y direction and between 120.7 kN (maximum) to 0 kN (minimum).458

Figure 26 shows the maximum horizontal and vertical components of the ice loads versus the459

tested ice thicknesses.460

Ice thickness (hi) Fxmax Fymax Fzmax

0.5 m 196.9 kN 74.2 kN 120.7 kN

Table 11: Maximum ice loads in the X, Y and Z directions for the wide ice �oe of 0.5 m thickness.
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Figure 23: Evolution of the force in the X direction for the ice �oe of 0.5 m thickness.

Figure 24: Evolution of the force in the Y direction for the ice �oe of 0.5 m thickness.
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Figure 25: Evolution of the force in the Z direction for the ice �oe of 0.5 m thickness.

Figure 26 shows our DEM results of the ice loads obtained for ice �oes of di�erent thicknesses461

(0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 mts). The dark blue line with circle dots are the results for the X-component of462

the force, the black line with circle dots are the results for the Y-component, and the light blue463

line corresponds to the Z-component. The trend in the three components is the same, with some464

little di�erences in the values. For the maximum values, the behavior shows that the magnitude465

of the ice load in the X direction increases considerably with the ice thickness. Conversely, the466

magnitude of the ice loads in the Y and Z directions are smaller than for the X-component, but467

still increase with the ice thickness.468

Figure 26: Comparison of maximum forces in the X, Y and Z directions for di�erent ice �oe
thicknesses.

Because fracture occurs it is interesting to analyse the required propulsion power. This can
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be computed as
P = F · v (21)

where F and v are the maximum ice load and the ship speed, respectively.469

Referring to the maximum of the axial ice loads, which is 3068.7 kN (case of hi = 2 m), the470

associated propulsion power is therefore P = 6321.5 kW (notice that the ship speed is v = 2.06471

m/s).472

6.2.1 In�uence of ice thickness and �oe dimensions473

In this section we present a compilation of the maximum forces obtained for each numerical474

simulation in order to understand the e�ects that the ice thickness and the �oe dimensions have475

on these forces. It is expected that when the ice thickness and the dimensions of the ice �oe476

increase, the magnitude of the ice loads also increases, as the heavier and bigger the ice �oe is,477

more power is needed to break it. The types of �oe follow the terminology used in Section 2.2.478

Figure 27 shows a summary of the ice loads in the X direction. For each ice thickness, the479

associated maximum force is plotted. The trend shows that when ice thickness increases, the ice480

load increases as well. The maximum ice loads in the X direction increase from 100 kN (hi = 0.5481

m) up to 4300 kN (hi = 2.0 m).482

Figure 27: Ice loads in the X direction for di�erent ice �oe thicknesses.

Figure 28 shows results for the ice loads in the Y direction. Similarly as for the X-component,483

when ice thickness and dimensions increase, the ice load also increases. The maximum ice loads484

in the Y direction increase from 17 kN (hi = 0.5 m) up to 2225 kN (hi = 2.0 m).485
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Figure 28: Ice loads in the Y direction for di�erent ice �oe thicknesses.

Finally, Figure 29 shows the ice loads in the Z direction. Here it can be seen the same486

behaviour as for the X and Y-components, that is, when ice thickness and dimensions increase,487

the ice load does the same. The maximum ice loads in the Z direction range from 69 kN (hi = 0.5488

m) up to 2350 kN (hi = 2.0 m).489

Figure 29: Ice loads in the Z direction for di�erent ice �oe thicknesses.

Summarizing, the ice thickness has a direct and proportional e�ect on the value of the ice490

loads. In general, the direct �oe rotation simulations are the ones with smaller ice loads, as491

the dimensions are the smaller too. Also, the semi-in�nite size �oe simulations are the ones492

with larger ice loads. The other groups of ice �oes have pretty similar behavior, except for the493

Y-component.494
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6.3 Ship-ice interactions in unbroken level ice �elds495

This section presents results for a ship navigating through a frozen sea formed by a continuous ice496

platform, represents a level ice sheet. When an ice-breaking vessel advances through a continuous497

and vast level ice sheet, two failure modes are likely to appear around the ship and in its local498

vicinity: the local crushing (mostly at the beginning contacts) and the local out-of-plane �exural499

mode. Sometimes another failure mode called global in-plane splitting it has been observed in500

the �eld. It produces long cracks that travel along the ice �oe and open a lead. The conditions501

for these cracks to appear are speci�c, and when con�nement is present they are di�cult to be502

generated.503

The simulated system consists of a 3D digital model created for a real ice-breaking ship.504

Speci�cally, the Tor Viking II has been used and it is forced to advance with a constant speed505

(its maximum capacity) in one direction towards the modeled level ice sheet. Thus, the numerical506

simulation is of a Single Degree of Freedom (SDF) motion.507

This ship is classi�ed with the class: DNV 1A1 ICE-10 Icebreaker (for max draft of 6.8m)508

Tug/Supply vessel, what means that can navigate in winter ice with pressure ridges and nominal509

ice thickness of 1.0 m. Its main dimensions are listed in Table 12.510

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Length o. a. Loa 83.7 m
Length between perp. Lpp 75.2 m
Beam Bs 18.0 m
Draft Ts 6.8 m
Buttock angle at the stem γ 24 o

Table 12: Main dimensions of the Tor Viking II ice-breaking vessel.

In Figure 30 three views of the ice-breaking ship model are presented.511

(a) Isometric view. (b) Side view. (c) Front view.

Figure 30: CAD views of the digital Tor Viking II ice-breaking ship model.

The dimensions of the level ice sheet are given in Table 13.512

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Ice cover size LxL 100x100 m2

Ice thickness hi 1.0 m
Freeboard wf 0.1 m

Table 13: Geometrical parameters of the level ice sheet.

Table 14 lists the DEM analysis for the ice material. The boundary conditions set to the513

ice sheet are de�ned in order to simulate an in�nite domain and, therefore, the motion of the514

particles at the sides are constraint in the Y direction, as well as all the three angular rotations.515
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De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Type of ice - Level ice -
Ice velocity vi 0.0 m/s
Density of sea ice ρi 920 kg/m3

Young Modulus of sea ice E 1e+9 Pa
Poisson ratio of sea ice ν 0.33 -
Friction angle of sea ice φi 30 o

Ice-ice (static) friction µii 0.05 -
Ice-structure (static) friction µis 0.25 -
Normal tensile strength σft 1.5 MPa
Shear strength τ f 1.0 MPa

Table 14: DEM analysis for the level ice material.

In Table 15 the numerical parameters for the Tor Viking II ice-breaking ship are listed.516

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Type of structure - Ice-breaking ship -
Cruising velocity vs 5.14 (10) m/s (kn)
Young Modulus Es 200e+9 Pa
Poisson ratio νs 0.265 -
Max. Power P 13440 (18300) kW (HP)

Table 15: Computational parameters for the Tor Viking II icebreaker ship.

Finally, the DEM simulation parameters are listed in Table 16.517

De�nitions Symbols Values Units

Mesh packing - Unstructured -
DE type - Spheres -
DE diameter ds 0.25 (4 layers) m
# of DE Np 556913 -
Time step ∆t 3.0e-5 s
Total simulation time Tt 16 s
Calculation time - 5.89 (16 CPUs) days

Table 16: DEM parameters for the Tor Viking II ice-breaking ship simulation.

Figure 31 shows the contact failure map at the end of the simulation. Two important conclu-518

sions can be drawn:519

• The boundary conditions at the sides emulating in�nite extension are working e�ciently,520

as ice only in�uences the ship trajectory. The grey particles are the ones which do not fail,521

whereas the ones in blue are the broken particles.522

• Non radial cracks in the ice sheet plane appear, which is the observed behavior in the �eld.523

Only at the end of the simulation, two radial cracks appear due to the in�uence of the end524

boundary.525
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(a) Isometric view. (b)

Figure 31: Failure produced in the ice sheet at the end of the simulation. Tension and shear
failure is represented by values 4 and 2, respectively in the colour table

(a) t = 0.3 s. (b) (c) t = 3.0 s. (d)

(e) t = 9.0 s. (f) (g) t = 15.9 s. (h)

Figure 32: Interaction between the Tor Viking II ice-breaking ship and an in�nite level ice sheet
simulated with the DEM. The magnitude of the Z-displacement is presented.

Figure 32 shows the evolution at di�erent time steps of the simulation with interaction between526

the Tor Viking II ice-breaking ship and an in�nite level ice sheet of 1.0 m thickness and 100x100527

m2.528

Observation of the simulation results highlight that when an icebreaker navigates through a529

continuous ice platform it needs to break the ice to advance, but only failure is produced around530

the ship. The local out-of-plane bending failure is the most important one, which is continuously531

induced when the ship advances. The ship breaks and creates its own path generating small ice532

pieces, as already shown in Figure 2b.533

At the beginning of the simulation, when the ice-breaking ship encounters the level ice platform534

for the �rst time, some crushing is produced. This crushing, however, has little e�ect in the overall535

breaking of the ice sheet.536

The broken pieces are submerged up to at most -9.0 m. For longer simulation times the537
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broken ice pieces experience the buoyancy e�ect and travel up to the sea surface, creating a538

channel behind the ship path and formed by brash ice.539

Figures 33, 34 and 35 show, respectively, the evolution of the X-, Y- and Z-component of the540

ice load. As in previous examples, data has been smoothed by taking the median over a window541

of 100 data points.542

The smoothed values �uctuate between 2821.1 kN (max.) to 0 kN (min.) for the X direction,543

between 1336.7 kN (max.) to -922.5 kN (min.) and 3052.1 kN (max.) to 0 kN (min.).544

Figure 33: Tor Viking II simulation. Ice force evolution in the X direction.

Figure 34: Tor Viking II simulation. Ice force evolution in the Y direction.
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Figure 35: Tor Viking II simulation. Ice force evolution in the Z direction.

The Y-component is the smaller one. This can be related in some way to the absence of in-545

plane fractures. However, the X- and Z-components have more or less the same values, between546

1500 kN to 2500 kN.547

From an engineering point of view, the more relevant ice loads are the maximum horizontal548

and vertical components. From these forces, further studies and conclusions can be drawn in549

terms of ship power and ship design criteria.550

Fxmax Fymax Fzmax

2821.1 kN 1336.7 kN 3052.1 kN

Table 17: Tor Viking II simulation. Maximum ice loads in the X, Y & Z directions.

If the axial ice loads range from 1500 kN to 2500 kN, taking 2500 kN, the associated propulsion551

power is 12850 kW (notice that v = 5.14 m/s). This power is slightly smaller than the maximum552

one for the Tor Viking II icebreaker ship (13440 kW). We consider this a reasonable result as553

this ship is able to navigate at most in 1.0 m thick ice.554
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Figure 36: Tor Viking II simulation. Estimated propulsion power evolution.

7 Conclusions555

The following list summaries the most relevant aspects regarding the bonded DEM simulations556

of ice-ship interaction problems carried out in this work:557

• In the �rst group of simulations we have been studied the in�uence of the slope angle of a558

cone interacting with an ice sheet in the type of ice fractures and the magnitude of the ice559

loads. The �atter is the slope, bending dominates, no crushing occurs and lower are the560

ice loads.561

• The upper-lower cone simulations have been used to validate the local bonded DEM for562

modeling ice fracture. The bonded DEM results are in good agreement with other simula-563

tions reported the literature.564

• In the second group of simulations we have studied the in�uence of ice thickness, �oe size565

and ice con�nement in the type of failure of a �nite size ice �oe, and the magnitude of the566

induced ice loads when ice is loaded by an idealized icebreaker ship bow.567

• In general, ice loads increase as ice thickness and ice dimensions do. Also, with the naviga-568

tion speed considered, the propulsion power computed is low. This explains why a larger569

number of ships can navigate through broken ice.570

• In the third group of simulations we have studied the performance of the Tor Viking II571

icebreaker ship when navigating through a continuous sheet of level ice. The out-of-plane572

bending is well reproduced and dominates the failure pattern. Radial cracks do not appear573

due to the side con�nement of the ice sheet.574

• Assuming that the motion of the ship bow is kept constant, results show that this icebreaker575

ship is capable to cruise according to its maximum propulsion power capacity when navi-576

gating through a level ice sheet of one meter thick. The computed propulsion power agrees577

with its theoretical capacity.578
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As a general conclusion, we have shown that the local bonded DEM developed in [31] is579

capable of capturing complex ice fracture phenomena during ice-ship interaction situations. The580

bonded DEM is therefore a promising numerical technique for investigating the behavior and581

fracture of sea ice and the performance of icebreaker ships and other vessels cruising in icy sea582

environments, and the mechanical behavior of marine structures under loads induced by ice.583
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